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5 Armagh Observatory, Armagh, Northern IrelandThe valuable results of the Romanian researhers in di�erent �elds of solarand solar-terrestrial researhes are revised. A new index, Qx, was de�ned byus in order to give an evaluation of the Soft X-Ray (SXR) �are energy, simi-larly to the Q index for Hα �ares. The Qx indies are available for the interval1 January 1976-30 June 2006 for the whole solar disk as well as separatelyfor the two solar hemisphere, North and South, and they will be periodiallyup-dated (COST Ation 724, WG 1). Seismi emission from solar �ares isdistinguished by its origin in plain view above the photosphere, as opposed toonvetive emission, whih is hidden beneath the photosphere. To understandthe physis of the aousti radiation responsible for solar quakes a systematisurvey overing a large number of X-lass some M-lass solar �ares observedby SOHO/MDI during 1996 and 2006 have undertaken. A number of paperspresent the dynamis of the solar orona in the minimum phase (1996) andduring the asending phase (1998) of the 23rd solar yle, using spetral dataof LASCO-C1/SOHO experiment. In partiular, the emergene of the slowsolar wind at the above mentioned solar yle phases was studied. A series ofontributions subsribe to ongoing e�orts to resolve plasma's �ne-sale stru-ture and dynamis at the base of oronal holes, aiming to better identify thefast solar wind origin in the Sun's low atmosphere. Data from the highestresolution solar spetrograph, SUMER/SoHO, in EUV emission lines fromtransition region and orona were analyzed. We have also analyzed the ylidistribution of high-speed plasma streams in solar wind during the 1964-1996 interval (Solar Cyles nos. 20-22) as ompared to the lassial aspetof the 11-year yle by sunspot relative numbers (Wolf numbers). Obviousdi�erenes in the high-speed stream dynamis in respet to their solar origin(�ares or oronal holes) have been established taking into aount the streamparameters: the duration, veloity gradient and importane. The presene inheliosphere of the ool neutral Helium, among the other interstellar neutrals,1



was analyzed. The neutrals are ionized by harge exhange, photo ionizati-on, and eletron impat. Helium is foused by the Sun's gravitational �eld onthe downwind side. The foreasts of the 24th solar yle ativities using theneural network method were made. We hoose to attempt the foreasts ofseveral solar (R, F10.7, Qx) and geomagneti (Ap, Kp, aa, Dst) indies of the24th solar yle using the neural network method although the method stillsu�er from basi problems suh as data pre-proessing, arhiteture seletionand parameterization. Our foreasts are in good agreement with the otherones for both solar and geomagneti level of ativities during the 24th solaryle.
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